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Not a whole lot of positives to say. Volatile week ending with 
heavy downside selling on Friday on increased volume that 
took out the previous closing lows. 
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This breakdown does not look pretty. We 
are extended on the downside, pushing 
just over 9% away from the 50-day simple  
moving average,  a distance getting close 
to levels that have led to some bounces. 



IWO also took out closing range lows and appears to 
be working lower. Another caution sign for growth 
traders/investors. I would like to see this at least get 
back into the previous range above 230



Something that gave me caution was the NYAD and NAAD both made new lows before price last week. This was clear that 
breadth was not getting any better. The NAAD made new lows well before the Nasdaq did. It doesn’t always work out this clean,
but this is a game of probabilities, and this only stacked those odds against you if you were forcing long trades last week. 



Accumulation pattern in Volume with little 
noticeable selling on down days

Although the base is not great, the recent relative strength is. BOX broke 
out when the overall market made a move off the lows but is holding its 
gains, bouncing off the 21ema and put in great day on Friday when 
everything else was getting trashed to the downside. 





LNTH closed in the upper 58% of its range on just under 
200% of normal volume on Friday on its earnings report. 
With a lot of market leading traits, this is one to watch and 
see how the stock handles this earnings candle bar next 
week. 





Holding  up very well, SGML has a little turn pivot around 
16 that might be playable to the upside as a continuation 
move. 





Many view the semiconductor space as a leading 
indicator for the economy. Unable to hold the 250 
level, now testing the 220 level is not a good overall 
sign. As of now, this group is in a solid downtrend. 



This bear flag on the homebuilders might be too obvious 
to play, but one I am watching for continuation lower. A 
decisive break below 60 is trouble for the group. 



Retail breaking down, and one I want to be short. 
Below 72 the downtrend is in tack and should be 
viewed as bearish. 



Biotech is another group offering a possible short entry into 
an existing downtrend. Breaking down last week on heavy 
volume, as long as price is below 120 this is a downtrend 
and should be played only to the downside for now. 










